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Brunswick Wood Superfund site receiving attention
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Of Glynn County’s Superfund sites, the Brunswick Wood Preserving site receives less attention than

other higher-pro�le areas like LCP Chemicals and the Terry Creek outfall. However, that could be

changing, because as one expert states, what was supposed to be working is not.

“Brunswick Wood is in a very interesting position,” Peter deFur, a former environmental professor at

Virginia Commonwealth University and long-time community advisor regarding Superfund sites, said

Thursday. “Of course, they completed the main work on that a long time ago, and as a result of that,

every �ve years they are required to do a review of the remedy — did it work, is it still working, is

everything all good, is everything still in place? And the answer is no.”

DeFur spoke to The News before a meeting at the Brunswick-Glynn County Public Library, hosted by

the Glynn Environmental Coalition, regarding local toxic sites.

According to the federal Environmental Protection Agency’s website for the wood-preserving site, the

EPA was supposed to �nalize its operation and maintenance plan and its Remedial Action Phase 4

report in March. At that point, the state of Georgia is supposed to take over operation and

maintenance of the site.

“Those responsibilities will include site maintenance, operation of the (eastern containment area)

water extraction/treatment system, and performance monitoring of the water levels inside and outside

the (western containment area and (eastern containment area),” according to the EPA.

Next to the eastern containment area, or ECA, is Dixon Swamp, southeast of Perry Lane Road and

northeast of Old Jesup Road.
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“It’s over on that side where they’ve had these perennial problems for the last �ve or six years,” deFur

said. “And, that problem continues. So, they did some work over there, I think it was at the end of ’16.

So, what they did over there is, it’s an interesting solution when you’ve got contaminated soil in place.

“What you can do is mix it with some cement-like material, and you solidify it. You make a big, cement

column — a big block of cement in the ground, and you cover it up with dirt and you can plant on top of

it.

“And, they did that, but there is a slurry wall, which is made of a very thick, clay-like material. And that

hasn’t worked over in that direction. They’re going to have to do some additional measures, which is

going to have to be active.”

The wood preserving site became a matter for the federal government when, in 1989, it was the site of

a “major spill of diesel fuel,” according to the EPA, which — along with pentachlorophenol — went into

Burnett Creek. An investigation by state authorities two years later concluded not long before the site

caught �re and the facility shut down permanently. It has been part of the Superfund program for the

last 27 years.
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